Holmes tremor-like phenotype in DYT1 dystonia
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Holmes tremor is characterized by a combination of a flexion-extension resting, postural, and action tremor, most often due to mesencephalic lesions affecting the nigrostriatal and cerebello-thalamo-cortical pathways [1]. On the other hand, dystonic tremor represents a jerky postural and action tremor, which if severe enough may include a resting component and may also arise from cerebellar and nigrostriatal dysfunction [2]. We here present a patient with a four-decade history of progressive tremor, initially interpreted as Holmes tremor with a dystonic (pseudospastic) gait, in whom whole exome sequencing (WES) demonstrated a pathogenic \textit{TOR1A} deletion. This case highlights two important clinical points: (1) the need for proper semiologic interpretation: direct DYT1 testing could have been entertained should the tremor have been properly categorized as dystonic rather than cerebellar at the outset; and (2) the phenotypic variability of DYT1 dystonia, with tremor as a presenting and disabling feature, separate from the body part affected by dystonia (“tremor associated with dystonia”) [3, 4].

Born from nonconsanguineous parents and with no past medical or family history of relevance, this 52-year-old man presented with progressive tremor since the age of 9. His tremor was first noted in his right hand, extending sequentially, over several years, to the left hand, lower limbs and head. Trials with propranolol, primidone and levodopa yielded...
no benefits. He was thought to have mild dysarthria (in retrospect, speech-induced orofacial dystonia, with an intermittent lingual component) but no other cranial nerve abnormalities. He showed an irregular, low-frequency (4-5Hz) (Figure 1), high-amplitude head, trunk, and appendicular tremor at rest, worse with posture, and worse yet with action, suggestive of Holmes tremor (Video 1, Segment 1). The amplitude of the tremor on finger-to-nose testing, however, varied depending on how the movements changed the elbow and hand posture, a position-dependent dystonic feature overlooked at the time of this assessment (Video 1, Segment 2). Amplitude and speed of movements were normal, as was muscle tone. His gait showed stereotypical jerky movements of the left leg to a greater extent than the right, as "if he was kicking a ball" (Video 2, Segment 1). Notably, the gait phenotype improved when walking backwards and running (Video 2, Segment 2). No abnormalities were observed in stride length, balance, turning, and arm swinging. Furthermore, he was able to ride his bicycle without difficulties (Video 2, Segment 3). Collectively, these findings were initially interpreted as Holmes tremor associated with a dystonic gait. Brain and spine neuroimaging were normal as were extensive metabolic investigations, including, copper, ceruloplasmin, creatinine-kinase, alpha-fetoprotein, urine organic acids, and plasma amino acids. WES performed by a diagnostic laboratory (Argenomics; Buenos Aires, Argentina) on purified DNA samples using the Agilent SureSelect Human All Exon V5-Kit (Agilent-Technologies, Santa Clara-CA) on an Illumina sequencing system identified a DYT1-causing deletion in TOR1A (NM_000113.2:c.907_909delGAG;p.Glu303del), a variant known worldwide as a recurrent cause of DYT1.

Although tremor is part of the phenotypic spectrum of DYT1 dystonia[5], the severe tremor phenotype of our patient, and the sequential worsening from rest to posture to action, was interpreted as cerebellar in nature. As a result this patient was considered to have a "complicated ataxia" with leg dystonia rather than an "isolated dystonia," expressed as dystonic tremor and dystonic gait [6]. This misinterpretation directed the laboratory investigations away from dystonia genes, such as DYT1 and DYT6. In retrospect, after the WES finding was made available, the phenomenology of the tremor was revisited, with such overlooked features as the position-dependent alteration of the tremor amplitude reinterpreted as supportive of a dystonic rather than cerebellar (Holmes-like) tremor. Although late-onset rest tremor occurring as a progression of DYT1-dystonia has been
reported before [7], to our knowledge, this is the first report of a DYT1 patient presenting with a dystonic tremor severe enough to suggest a cerebellar outflow or Holmes tremor.

Although there is uncertainty in the assignment of disease causality for sequence variants identified in genomic testing, the uncertainty is magnified in the context of a genetic finding of known reduced penetrance, if unambiguously pathogenic, in TOR1A [8]. However, the overall phenotype was consistent with isolated dystonia, with an unusual dystonic gait and a prominent Holmes-like but ultimately dystonic tremor, expanding the phenotypic spectrum for this genetic disorder.

The TOR1A gene has been shown to affect the intrinsic activity of Purkinje cells and outflow neurons in the deep cerebellar nuclei [9]. Thus, in a clinico-pathologic twist, the dystonic features of the tremor may have been at least partly determined by cerebellar dysfunction[2].

In sum, this case illustrates the difficulty of detecting dystonia in tremulous DYT1 patients, which may be especially challenging with aging, and the importance of genomic information in assisting the interpretation of clinical features in the same manner that clinical interpretation will continue to be important in giving context to testing results in the era of next-generation sequencing.
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Figure Legend

Figure 1. Graphical representation of the patient’s tremor, where a dominant frequency of about 4.88 Hz was determined using a mobile app.

Video Legends

1. Appendicular tremor suggesting Holmes tremor

   Segment 1: Coarse, irregular, large amplitude, 4-5Hz resting and postural tremor affecting both upper limbs, lower limbs, trunk and head.

   Segment 2: An increase in the tremor amplitude was observed during maneuvers assessing its action and intentional components. A decrease in amplitude was achieved with certain postures in the forearm and hand.
Part 2. Pseudospastic (dystonic) Gait

Segment 1: A bilateral hand rest tremor with normal arm swing is shown during gait, which showed normal stride length, base, balance, and turns. The left leg showed a stereotypical jerky movement during the swing phase as “if he was kicking a ball while walking”, typical of dystonic gait.

Segment 2 and 3: Gait improved substantially walking backwards and running, supporting its dystonic nature. He was able to ride his bicycle almost without difficulties.
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Figure 1. Graphical representation of the patient’s tremor, where a dominant frequency of about 4.88 Hz was determined using a mobile app.